APPENDIX IX
I also got five new cans and boxes, and Friday the team came
to Sutterville with them; we repacked the five boxes in the after-
noon, loaded up and started next morning and got home as before
stated without any accident, but with a great deal of jolting; we
drove very slow, as the roads were rather rough. On unloading
we found that three more boxes had started leaking, but not to
any considerable extent. I forgot to say that one can commenced
leaking badly, the tin was good, but a little hole had been cut
in the top about one inch from the side. The tins are very thin
(yesterday on opening the boxes to take out the wooden pins
[N.B. after letting out the gas I closed up the holes in the corks
with little wooden pegs for the further transport* J. BJ on one
the tube was buried in the plaster, and searching for it I put the
screwdriver straight through the tin). Another of the boxes I
found leaking very badly after I took it out, but the leaky side
had been laying upwards, I have talked with my partners about
the prices, and we all think it will not do to ask more than $2.50
per pound.
I took all the pins (from the corks) out again yesterday, and
found there was just as much gas escaping as when I let the
gas out on " Red rock " island (N.B. about 10 days ago. J. B.)»
What effect it will have on the oil, God only knows, tnit I hope
not for the worst.
At Sutterville I thought we had better burn the empty tins (5),
so we made a fire of the wood from the empty boxes, the wood
was somewhat wet—it had rained through the day—and the fire
slow to start. I placed the tins on the pile, they would not lay
very well as there were so many, and I was standing fixing them,
not having the least idea that they would explode with that heat,
when all at once an explosion took place with two tins that sent
tfre tins about in great style, knocked out the fire and alt I got
my hands to my ears in a hurry, not knowing for a whik whether
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